Suboptimal interfaces between cochlear implant (CI) electrodes and auditory neurons result in a loss or distortion of spectral information in specific frequency regions, which likely decreases CI users' speech identification performance. This study exploited speech acoustics to model regions of distorted CI frequency transmission to determine the perceptual consequences of suboptimal electrode-neuron interfaces. Normal hearing adults identified naturally spoken vowels and consonants after spectral information was manipulated through a noiseband vocoder: either (1) low-, middle-, or high-frequency regions of information were removed by zeroing the corresponding channel outputs, or (2) the same regions were distorted by splitting filter outputs to neighboring filters. These conditions simulated the detrimental effects of suboptimal CI electrode-neuron interfaces on spectral transmission. Vowel and consonant confusion patterns were analyzed with sequential information transmission, perceptual distance, and perceptual vowel space analyses. Results indicated that both types of spectral manipulation were equally destructive. Loss or distortion of frequency information produced similar effects on phoneme identification performance and confusion patterns. Consonant error patterns were consistently based on place of articulation. Vowel confusions showed that perceptions gravitated away from the degraded frequency region in a predictable manner, indicating that vowels can probe frequency-specific regions of spectral degradations.
Suboptimal interfaces between cochlear implant (CI) electrodes and auditory neurons result in a loss or distortion of spectral information in specific frequency regions, which likely decreases CI users' speech identification performance. This study exploited speech acoustics to model regions of distorted CI frequency transmission to determine the perceptual consequences of suboptimal electrode-neuron interfaces. Normal hearing adults identified naturally spoken vowels and consonants after spectral information was manipulated through a noiseband vocoder: either (1) low-, middle-, or high-frequency regions of information were removed by zeroing the corresponding channel outputs, or (2) the same regions were distorted by splitting filter outputs to neighboring filters. These conditions simulated the detrimental effects of suboptimal CI electrode-neuron interfaces on spectral transmission. Vowel and consonant confusion patterns were analyzed with sequential information transmission, perceptual distance, and perceptual vowel space analyses. Results indicated that both types of spectral manipulation were equally destructive. Loss or distortion of frequency information produced similar effects on phoneme identification performance and confusion patterns. Consonant error patterns were consistently based on place of articulation. Vowel confusions showed that perceptions gravitated away from the degraded frequency region in a predictable manner, indicating that vowels can probe frequency-specific regions of spectral degradations. Despite the success of cochlear implants (CIs) in restoring auditory perception, CI users exhibit a wide range of performance on speech perception tasks. Accurate speech recognition depends on adequate spectral resolution, or the ability to resolve frequency components in a speech signal. Differences among CI users' spectral resolving capabilities may thus contribute to the variability in CI user speech perception scores. Poor interfaces between CI electrodes and auditory neurons, which result from degeneration of adjacent neurons or suboptimal placement of the electrode array, could result in loss or distortion of the spectral information transmitted through those particular channels. Importantly, that spectral distortion may be localized to a specific range of frequencies. The present study implemented a vocoder simulation in normal hearing (NH) listeners to determine the influence of specific regions of frequency distortion on vowel and consonant recognition performance and confusions. Spectral degradations mimicked the negative effects of suboptimal electrode-neuron interfaces on transmission of particular frequencies within a CI. These spectral manipulations should decrease overall phoneme identification performance and alter confusion patterns. Vowels will be particularly affected because their identification relies heavily on the resolvability of distinct frequency regions. The goal of this study was to understand and predict the patterns of phoneme perception errors resulting from degradation of specific frequencies, which may contribute to decreased speech identification scores of CI users with suboptimal electrode-neuron interfaces.
The present study utilized a channel vocoder, which is a system of sound coding that transmits auditory signals via their simplified amplitude envelopes across frequency bands (Dudley, 1939) ; this is an essential part of modern cochlear implant processing (Loizou, 2006) . In vocoder processing, an incoming signal is analyzed by a series of bandpass filters, from which the time-varying amplitude envelope is extracted through half-wave rectification and low pass filtering. The resulting signal is applied to a carrier with corresponding frequency bandwidth. Vocoders are widely used in experiments investigating spectral degradation of speech signals (e.g., Shannon et al., 1995; Dorman et al., 1997) and many recent studies have used vocoder processing to model conditions of poor spectral resolution specifically resulting from spread of excitation in the cochlea (e.g., Litvak et al., 2007; Bingabr et al., 2008; Winn et al., 2015; Won et al., 2015) . However, while most vocoder studies have applied spectral distortion broadly across the spectrum, CI users with poor electrode-neuron interfaces may have particular regions of frequency degradation. The present study thus degraded specific frequency regions to simulate the effects of regionspecific, suboptimal electrode-neuron interfaces on vowel and consonant perception in NH listeners.
In previous vocoder studies and others that have manipulated speech stimuli, identification performance decreases dramatically when the frequency components of speech sounds, particularly of vowels, are distorted (ter Keurs et al., 1992) . Spectral and spectrotemporal characteristics are critical to differentiating many classes of speech sounds (ter Keurs et al., 1992) . Accordingly, some common measures of spectral resolution (e.g., the ability to discriminate spectral ripple signals with different phases) are related to speech recognition scores of NH and hearing impaired listeners (e.g., Henry et al., 2005; Litvak et al., 2007) . Frequency resolution is especially difficult for individuals with CIs. Compared to the continuous receptive area on the basilar membrane creating excitation among thousands of receptor inner hair cells in a healthy human cochlea, CIs contain only 12 to 22 electrodes with which to transmit frequency information, limiting the spectral resolution for listeners with these devices. Consequently, speech recognition in quiet and noise is generally poorer in CI users than in NH listeners (cf. Friesen et al., 2001) .
For CI users, spectral-resolving capabilities are limited not only because of the small number of frequency processing channels, but also because of the interaction of current between channels (White et al., 1984) . However, some perform better than others on tests of recognition of words (Dorman et al., 1989; Gifford et al., 2008) and sentences (Koch et al., 2004; Firszt et al., 2004) in both quiet and noise. This occurs even within groups of CI users with the same implant type and signal processing strategy. While many factors such as duration of deafness, age at implantation, and cognitive abilities have been associated with variability in CI users' speech recognition performance (see Holden et al., 2013, for review) , variation in quality of spectral transmission among the channels in an individual's implant is also a likely contributor to the observed acrosslistener variance in speech perception scores. Each electrode in the array transmits a specific frequency band from the input signal, mimicking the tonotopic organization of a healthy cochlea. Because of the importance of spectral cues for vowel and consonant distinctions, loss or distortion of information from even one channel can potentially decrease speech recognition scores. Neighboring channels whose spread of current stimulates overlapping neural populations also distorts the perceived frequency spectrum. The degree of channel interaction within the implant has been found to account for a large amount of variance in CI user speech identification performance (Stickney et al., 2006) .
Within a single implanted array, certain electrodes may stimulate the auditory nerve less effectively than others due to suboptimal interfaces between the electrodes and the auditory neurons, resulting in degraded transfer of spectral information. A poor interface can occur as a result of electrodes placed relatively more distant from auditory neurons (Finley et al., 2008; Holden et al., 2013) or degeneration or death of those neurons (Miura et al., 2002) . Spectral information transmitted through channels with such poor interfaces either does not reach the auditory nerve, or, if the current for that electrode is increased to elicit an auditory percept, is likely distorted due to channel interaction (for review, see Bierer, 2010) .
To characterize CI channels with suboptimal interfaces, Bierer (2007) utilized focused electrical stimulation to target specific neural populations, and found that higher levels of focused electrical current were required to reach auditory perception thresholds in some channels of a user's implant than for other channels. Since voltage decreases with distance from the electrode (Jolly et al., 1996) , high thresholds suggest some electrodes are distant from auditory neurons either because the electrodes are positioned near the lateral wall of the cochlea or the neurons near them had degenerated (Bierer, 2010; Long et al., 2014) . Subsequently, Bierer and Faulkner (2010) observed that channels with elevated focused thresholds had broad psychophysical tuning curves, indicating poor frequency selectivity and providing further evidence of the connection between elevated focused thresholds and poor electrode-neuron interfaces. However, even after identification of such channels, it is not clear how poorly situated electrodes lead to specific errors in speech perception. Since each CI electrode channel transmits a particular part of the frequency spectrum of a sound to the auditory nerve, suboptimal electrode-neuron interfaces should result in a loss or distortion of predictable frequency components. This study utilized a vocoder simulation of poor electrode-neuron interfaces with NH listeners to examine the perceptual consequences of such degraded frequency regions on vowel and consonant identification.
Of the numerous studies that have used vocoder processing, only a limited set have investigated situations that reflect specifically poor regions of stimulation. Shannon et al. (2002) and Kasturi et al. (2002) simulated regions of CI user spiral ganglion neuron loss in NH listeners by setting the output of particular bandpass filters to zero to produce spectral "holes" in speech signals. The size and region of the spectral holes were varied. In addition, Shannon et al. (2002) reallocated frequency information to other channels in some vocoder conditions, and also turned off or reallocated stimulation of specific electrodes in CI listeners' implants to correspond to NH listening conditions. In both studies, and for CI and NH listeners, recognition of speech sounds was found to decrease with increasing size of the spectral hole. Shannon et al. found that recognition of vowels, consonants, and sentences did not differ between conditions of dropping or reallocation, suggesting that reallocation of the dropped frequency information did not improve speech intelligibility and may have instead distorted the frequency spectrum due to frequency-to-place mismatch. Kasturi et al. (2002) also performed an analysis of the perceptual weight, or relative importance for phoneme identification, of each manipulated channel. They found equal perceptual weighting across all channels for consonants but varying weights across channels for vowels, indicating that certain frequency regions are more important for accurate vowel recognition than others.
Similarly, Throckmorton and Collins (2002) created low-, mid-, and high-frequency spectral holes as three of several vocoder manipulations with NH listeners and observed that the low-frequency loss was more detrimental to vowel and consonant identification scores than were the mid-frequency and high-frequency losses, respectively. Further, the lowfrequency manipulation decreased vowel identification performance much more than consonant identification. Results from these vocoder studies demonstrate that a loss or distortion of spectral information through electrode channels can greatly impact overall speech perception scores. Additionally, certain channels may affect recognition of vowel sounds to a greater extent than other channels. Importantly, it is not yet clear whether frequency-specific spectral distortions result simply in increased errors, or in predictable errors. This study will test the hypothesis that phoneme error patterns are predictable based on the region of distortion. If this hypothesis is supported, it might be possible to use these error patterns in conjunction with other measures to learn about the contributions of putatively poor electrode-neuron interfaces to vowel and consonant perception.
The current set of experiments expands on previous work by examining speech confusion patterns to determine how degradation or loss of spectral information through particular channels affects the perception of specific speech sounds. Vowels were chosen as a focus because wellcharacterized spectral peaks called formants contrast these basic units of speech. The acoustics of vowels can thus be easily exploited to better understand the auditory system. Vowels, then, are the most appropriate stimuli to determine how specific frequency distortions influence phoneme perception. This study will also test the hypotheses that vowel confusion patterns can corroborate the location of CI suboptimal electrode-neuron interfaces that are predicted by an individual's focused threshold patterns. This knowledge can lead to better understanding of why CI user speech errors occur, what kind of errors occur, and the perceptual consequences of spectral distortion.
This study refers to vowel contrasts in terms of vowel quality, so as to describe the spectral vowel contrasts of North American English (as opposed to vowel duration contrasts in languages such as Japanese; for example, Hirata and Tsukada, 2009) . While duration can aid in English vowel identification (Ainsworth, 1972) , its contribution is negligible when spectral cues are available (Hillenbrand et al., 1995) . Accurate vowel recognition depends strongly on one's ability to resolve formants, particularly the first, second, and third formants (abbreviated as F1, F2, and F3) and to perceive the relationships between these formants within a vowel. Formants are observed as steady-state resonant frequencies (e.g., Peterson and Barney, 1952; Hillenbrand et al., 1995) , and time-varying changes in formants within a vowel signal (Nearey and Assmann, 1986; Hillenbrand and Nearey, 1999; Assmann and Katz, 2005) , both of which are relatively more difficult to perceive by listeners with CIs, leading to relatively greater use of durational cues by this population (Winn et al., 2012) . While prior studies have found that degrading or shifting frequency information decreases vowel identification scores (e.g., Fu and Shannon, 1999) , vowel perception confusion patterns resulting from frequency-specific spectral manipulation had yet to be examined.
This study also included consonant stimuli for comparison to vowels because consonant recognition is more robust to spectral distortion (ter Keurs et al., 1992; Xu et al., 2005) on account of their accompanying distinctive cues in the temporal domain. Consonants contrast among place of articulation (where they are produced in the oral cavity), manner of articulation (how the airflow is constricted in the vocal tract), and voicing (ostensibly whether or not the vocal cords vibrate during production). Perception of the place feature depends primarily on spectral information, whereas manner and voicing contrasts can be identified primarily by temporal cues. Thus both spectral and temporal cues can be used for accurate consonant identification. Because of the importance of spectral cues for perception of place of articulation, prior studies have found that consonants were most likely to be confused with others of the same manner and voicing but different place of articulation under conditions of frequency distortion (Dorman et al., 1997) and in noise (Miller and Nicely, 1955) .
While the very basic tasks of vowel and consonant perception are not the same as tests of more global speech perception abilities, spectral manipulation of phonemes can be well controlled, which is of particular interest to this study. Vowel and consonants can be degraded in more specific ways than more complex speech sounds (e.g., entire words or sentences), allowing for a better understanding of speech processing and categorization.
The present study used confusion matrices to examine the patterns of vowel and consonant identification errors resulting from particular manipulations of the frequency spectrum. These matrices indicate the number of times each phoneme was correctly identified and which phoneme(s) it was confused with when incorrectly identified. CI users' patterns of vowel and consonant confusions indicate the distinguishing features of these speech sounds that are not adequately transmitted through the implant (Remus et al., 2007) . For example, Sagi et al. (2010) utilized a model of vowel perception to predict individual CI user's vowel confusion patterns based on the quality of transmission of steady-state formant cues through the implant. Therefore, to use phoneme error patterns to identify suboptimal electrode channels, the relationship between frequency-channel allocation and phoneme acoustics must be explored. In this study, systematic examination of vowel and consonant error patterns resulting from loss or distortion of spectral information was conducted using three methods: sequential information transmission analysis (SINFA; Wang and Bilger, 1973) , perceptual distance analysis (e.g., Shepard, 1972) , and perceptual vowel space analysis. These analyses progressively provide a more detailed understanding of the effects of spectral distortion. Together, these methods exploit the wellestablished history of linguistic feature analysis, psychoacoustic exploration, and visualization. Comparison of CI users' phoneme confusions to those made by NH listeners in this experiment support the hypothesis that subject-specific phoneme perception errors can help to interpret the perceptual consequences of suboptimal CI electrode-neuron interfaces.
II. METHODS

A. Subjects
Twelve adult NH listeners (6 male) between the ages of 21 and 29 years (mean age ¼ 25.2 years) were recruited from the University of Washington campus and surrounding community to participate in this study. Subjects were native speakers of American English and underwent a screening to verify hearing at 20 dB hearing level across frequencies from 250 to 8000 Hz. All subjects gave written informed consent and were compensated for their participation. Experimental procedures were approved by the University of Washington Human Subjects Division.
B. Stimuli
Ten vowels in /hVd/ context (/i/, "heed"; /I/, "hid"; /eI/, "hayed"; /E/, "head"; /ae/, "had"; /A/, "hod"; /u/, "who'd"; /U/, "hood"; /oU/, "hoed"; /ˆ/, "hud") were presented under various conditions. Vowel stimuli were recorded from one male and one female talker from the Pacific Northwest to match the region that the subjects were recruited from, as regional dialect has been found to influence recognition of vowel sounds (Wright and Souza, 2012) . A head-mounted close talking microphone was used to record vowel sounds in a double-walled sound-treated booth. Recordings were digitized at 44 100 Hz using a 16 bit quantization rate and were resampled to 22 050 Hz. Original stimuli were filtered from 60 to 10 000 Hz using a Hanning filter with a slope of 100 Hz to eliminate proximity effects. This study also used sixteen consonants in /aCa/ context (/p/, "aPa"; /t/, "aTa"; /k/, "aKa"; /b/, "aBa"; /d/, "aDa"; /g/, "aGa"; /f/, "aFa"; /h/, "aTHa"; /s/, "aSa"; /S/, "aSHa"; /v/, "aVa"; /z/, "aZa"; /dZ/, "aJa"; /m/, "aMa"; /n/, "aNa"; /l/, "aLa") naturally spoken by a male talker (stimulus materials were the same as those used by Shannon et al., 1995, which were created by Tyler, Preece, and Lowder at the University of Iowa Department of Otolaryngology, 1989.).
C. Vocoder processing
The processing of speech stimuli was designed to simulate that of CI Fidelity 120 processing with the same frequency band allocations as those used in most Advanced Bionics devices (Advanced Bionics Corp., Valencia, CA). Speech stimuli were digitally sampled at 17 400 Hz and divided into 15 contiguous pseudo-logarithmically spaced frequency bands from 250 to 8700 Hz. The square root of the total energy in each channel was calculated to compute the envelope and the resulting signal was low-pass filtered at 68 Hz. The envelope from each channel was used to modulate a noise band with a center frequency equal to that of the corresponding channel. Filter output slopes were set at 30 dB/octave. This filter slope was selected to bring the performance of NH listeners to the range of better-performing CI listeners (Litvak et al., 2007) . The modulated noise bands were summed and presented to subjects through speakers in a sound-attenuating booth.
The channels chosen for vocoder manipulation were based on analysis of the resonance frequencies of the vowel stimuli performed in Praat (Boersma and Weenink, 2013) . The first, second, and third formants at the 25%, 50%, and 75% points of the duration of each vowel were identified from the estimated spectral peaks in each signal. This information was used to select low, middle, and high frequency channels (corresponding to apical, middle, and basal cochlear locations), so that the vocoder manipulations would affect vowel identification in predictable ways. Figure 1 shows the acoustic vowel spaces of the male and female talker vowels. Shaded areas indicate the low-, mid-, and high-frequency regions that were manipulated. Because the vowel space is different for female and male talkers and they are differentially affected by the manipulations, data from female and male talkers were analyzed separately. Formants shown were measured at the midpoint of each vowel. Shaded areas indicate manipulated frequency regions. Male talker vowels are enclosed in diamonds and female talker vowels are in rectangles. Plots show that the formant frequencies for each vowel are different between the male and female speaker and vocoder conditions will therefore affect male and female vowels in different ways. Note that the apical frequency region does not cover the first formants of all vowels, and the middle and basal regions each cover the second formants of approximately half the vowels. The basal region also covers the third formant of all vowels (not shown).
Spectral information was degraded via vocoder processing in one of two ways: (1) "zero"-the output of the filters of specified channels was set to zero, simulating complete loss of information through the channel, and (2) "split"-the output of specified filters was set to zero and half of the envelope energy from those filters were added to those of neighboring filters instead, simulating absence of information in the target channel as well as interaction with adjacent channels. Figure 2 illustrates these manipulations and channel frequency allocations.
The locations of the spectral manipulations were shifted through channels corresponding to apical (channels 2, 3, 4, and 5), middle (channels 6, 7, 8, and 9), and basal (channels 10, 11, 12, and 13) cochlear locations to vary the frequencies missing or altered from the speech spectrum. In addition, an "all channels" condition, in which stimuli underwent vocoder processing but were not further manipulated, served as a control condition. While the vocoder manipulations in the present study are similar in principle to those used by Shannon et al. (2002) , this study used filter frequencies corresponding to those used by the clinical speech processors developed by Advanced Bionics Corp. (Valencia, CA). Thus the simulation of CI listening in the present study was more comparable to the clinical experience of Advanced Bionics CI users. Figure 3 includes the spectrograms for female talker vowel stimuli "hid" (left column) and "hood" (right column) for the all channels condition (top), and each frequency region that was removed for the zero vocoder manipulation. "Hid" and "hood" have similar F1 but distinct F2 frequencies, evident in the all channels spectrogram. Frequencies corresponding to the F2 of "hood" were removed in the middle frequency region manipulation (third panel from the top) and the F2 frequencies of "hid" were removed in the basal frequency region manipulation (second panel from the top). In the absence of F2 cues, listeners relied more on F1 cues, and thus "hid" and "hood" were confused due to similarity of their F1 frequencies.
D. Procedure
Testing was performed in a double-walled sound-treated booth (IAC RE-243). Stimuli were played through an external A/D device (SIIF USB SoundWave 7.1) and a Crown D75 amplifier and were presented at 60 dB-A through a Bose 161 speaker placed at 0 azimuth 1 m from the subject in the booth. Custom software (ListPlayer2 version 2.2.11.52, Advanced Bionics, Valencia, CA) was used to present the stimuli and record subject responses.
Male talker vowels, female talker vowels, and male talker consonants were presented in separate blocks. For each block, subjects completed two runs with three repetitions of each vowel or consonant with the vocoder manipulations pseudo-randomly interleaved, for a total of six data points for each speech token within each vocoder condition. After presentation of each sound, a list of possible choices was displayed on the computer screen and subjects used a computer mouse to select which one they thought they heard. Test runs were scored as percent correct and the two runs for each list were averaged for each subject. Confusion matrices for each list were also averaged across runs for each subject. Prior to testing a particular list, subjects completed a practice run consisting of one presentation of each vowel or consonant sound in the all channels condition only. Subjects could repeat the sound as many times as desired, and feedback was given after each response to familiarize participants with the vocoded stimuli and the task. Practice data were not included in the average performance scores or confusion matrices.
E. Analysis
For each vocoder condition, phoneme identification scores were averaged across subjects for each list. Average male and female talker vowel and consonant recognition performance of each vocoder condition were compared to that of the control condition. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with planned multiple comparisons was conducted to determine which conditions of degraded spectral information significantly decreased phoneme identification performance relative to the all channels condition.
In addition to statistical comparison of performance across conditions, the vowel and consonant sounds that were confused as a result of each vocoder condition were examined. Confusion matrix responses were pooled across subjects for each condition in order to conduct these analyses.
SINFA
The amount of information related to vowel and consonant phonetic features transmitted by each vocoder condition was quantified using SINFA (Wang and Bilger, 1973 ). This analysis is based on that of Miller and Nicely (1955) , and utilizes subjects' phoneme confusions to determine how The all channels control condition consisted of a 15-channel bandpass filter with no manipulations. In the zero condition, the output of particular channels was set to zero. In the split condition, particular channel output was also zero, but the frequency information from channels 2 and 3 (in this example), was sent through channel 1 in addition to the frequency components normally transmitted through channel 1. Similarly, the information from channels 4 and 5 is sent through channel 6, in addition to the normal frequency information transmitted through channel 6. The channels manipulated in this example are those that carry low-frequency information, corresponding to the apical region of the cochlea. Vocoder channel frequency allocations, corresponding to those of Advanced Bionics CIs, are shown at the bottom. different conditions of spectral degradation affect perception of phoneme features. However, since the contributions of each feature for phoneme recognition are not independent (e.g., as the nasal feature is recovered, the voicing feature is redundant, since all nasals are voiced), SINFA eliminates this internal redundancy. In the first iteration of the SINFA, the feature with the most perceptual importance for identification is selected and the percent of information transmitted for that feature is calculated. The effect of that feature is then held constant in the second iteration of the analysis, in which the feature with the second highest amount of perceptual information transmitted is identified and calculated, and so on. The analysis concludes when the contributions of all specified features have been elucidated.
To conduct the SINFA, vowels were categorized as having either short (<250 ms; lax vowels) or long (>250 ms; tense vowels) duration, low (<420 Hz), middle (420 to 520 Hz), or high (>520 Hz) F1 values (which correspond to high, mid and low vowels, respectively), and low (<1330 Hz), middle (1330 to 2000 Hz), or high (>2000 Hz) F2 values, consistent with the approach taken by Xu et al. (2005) . Consonants were classified by their manner of articulation (stop, fricative, affricate, nasal, or liquid), place of articulation (bilabial, dental, alveolar, palatal, or velar) and voicing (voiced or unvoiced).
Perceptual distance analysis
This analysis compares confusion matrices resulting from distinct conditions of spectral manipulation to evaluate the difference in phoneme perception between the two conditions (e.g., Zaar and Dau, 2015) . Each cell of one confusion matrix is compared to the corresponding cell in the other confusion matrix to determine the overall difference in phoneme perception between the two matrices, scaled from 0% to 100%: a distance of 0% indicates that the matrices compared are exactly the same, and a distance of 100% indicates complete dissimilarity between the matrices. Baseline perceptual distance for the analyzed matrices is determined by calculating the within-subject perceptual distance. For example, Zaar and Dau (2015) applied this process to consonant identification confusion matrices to determine the effects of different talkers, types of noise used, and listeners on consonant perception. They calculated the perceptual distance within each subject from test and retest runs and used the resulting values as a baseline for other measurements, since these values represent listener uncertainty. Therefore, this study also calculated a baseline by examining the perceptual distance between each subject's confusion matrices from the first and second runs from each vocoder condition for each phoneme list. Results from perceptual distance calculations were compared to these baseline values, and meaningful results were determined to be those that were significantly higher than the calculated baseline values. In this study, perceptual distance was calculated between listeners for the "all channel" condition to determine the variability among subjects' responses in the control condition. Perceptual distance was also calculated between the male and female talker vowels for the all channels condition to determine the effect of speaker on vowel perception. In addition, this analysis was used to compare the zero and split manipulations for each degraded frequency region within each phoneme list to obtain the differences in phoneme perception due to vocoder manipulation. These calculations were performed within each subject and then averaged across subjects.
Perceptual vowel space analysis
The goal of the perceptual vowel space analysis was to determine the direction of the errors resulting from each vocoder manipulation, in terms of physical articulator space and acoustic space. This analysis demonstrates the tendency of specific channel manipulations to warp the perceptual vowel space in a way that can be illustrated with a traditional two-dimentional vowel map. Each vowel was assigned a feature value between 1 and 5 for height (1 ¼ low, 5 ¼ high) and for advancement (1 ¼ back, 5 ¼ front). These numbers reflect the general phonological feature distribution of the vowel space rather than exact formant frequencies, which cannot be easily resolved down to single numbers on account of their dynamically changing state. The difference in feature values between each target and responded vowel was calculated in order to translate confusion matrices into summaries of vowel feature perception and to aid in the illustration of modified perceptual vowel spaces.
F. Comparisons with cochlear implant listeners
The present study was a simulation of suboptimal CI electrode-neuron interfaces and accordingly, the confusion patterns made by NH listeners were compared to those made by CI users. Two CI listeners in particular were selected because they were judged in a previous study (DeVries et al., 2016) to have poor electrode-neuron interfaces in only the middle frequency region (S43) or the middle and basal frequency regions (S47), somewhat matching those used in this study.
DeVries et al. (2016) measured auditory perception thresholds with focused electrical stimulation as a method to identify the potential locations of suboptimal electrodeneuron interfaces. These thresholds were obtained using a steered quadrupolar electrode configuration, which consists of four intracochlear electrodes: two middle electrodes serve as active electrodes, and two outer electrodes serve as return electrodes. Stimuli consisted of biphasic, charge-balanced pulse trains with a 102 ls phase duration and pulse rate of 997.9 presented directly to the CI through the Bionic Ear Data Collection System version 1.18.315 (Advanced Bionics, Valencia, CA). Participants performed an adaptive two-up one-down, two-interval forced choice procedure in which they identified the interval that contained the sound. Each run contained six reversals. For the first two reversals, step size increased by 2 dB for correct responses or decreased 2 dB for incorrect responses. The step size decreased to 0.5 dB for the remaining four reversals. Each reversal converged at 70.7% correct on the psychometric function (Levitt, 1971) . Thresholds were determined based on the average of the last four reversals. Four runs were collected and averaged for each electrode. The procedure was repeated until focused auditory perception thresholds were obtained for electrodes 2 to 15.
III. RESULTS
A. Vowel identification performance
Significant differences were found in average phoneme identification performance between the seven vocoder conditions for male talker vowels [F(6, 77) ¼ 8.64, p < 0.001] and female talker vowels [F(6, 77) ¼ 8.03, p < 0.001], but not for consonants [F(6, 77) ¼ 2.07, p ¼ 0.067]. For both vowel lists, planned multiple comparisons indicated that all combinations of vocoder manipulation and location resulted in significantly lowered identification compared to the all channels condition at an alpha level of 0.05. However, when a Bonferroni correction was applied to correct for multiple comparisons (0.05/18, a ¼ 0.002), the vowel identification scores for the female talker Apical zero condition and the male talker Apical split condition were no longer significantly lower than the all channels condition. The results for all other conditions for vowels remained significant. For consonants, neither the zero nor the split manipulations significantly lowered consonant identification (a ¼ 0.002) relative to the control condition for any frequency region, although the split manipulation resulted in slightly better identification performance compared to the zero manipulation. Table I depicts the p values for each planned comparison from the ANOVA performed for each phoneme list. Figure 4 illustrates the median and average phoneme identification performance for each vocoder condition within a list.
B. Phoneme confusions
Responses from the all channels condition indicated that vowel and consonant confusions were made even when spectral channels were not dropped or reallocated, probably because the spectral resolution of the all channels condition was still limited compared to natural speech (Fig. 5) . For example, listeners made identification errors in this condition for the male talker vowels in the words "hid," "had," "hud," and "hood," and for the female talker vowels in the words "who'd," "hood," "hoed," and "hud," and the consonants in "aGa," "aKa," and "aTHa." However, between-subject perceptual distance for each phoneme in the all channels condition (29.6% for male talker vowels, 32.8% for female talker vowels, and 17.7% for consonants) were comparable to baseline within-subject perceptual distance values for this condition, indicating that overall limited spectral resolution resulted in similar phoneme error patterns for all subjects.
Patterns of vowel confusions from the vocoder conditions reflected the region of degraded information. Figure 6 shows the male and female talker vowel and consonant confusion matrices for the zero vocoder manipulation. Confusion patterns were very similar between the zero and split conditions. In these plots, adjacent vowels have similar second formant values and vowels on opposite ends of the matrix have similar first formant values. Manipulation of frequency regions corresponding to first formants (apical regions) resulted in confusions of vowels with similar second formants (i.e., similar vowel advancement). Manipulation of frequency regions corresponding to second formants (middle regions for back vowels and basal regions for front vowels) resulted in confusions between vowels with similar first formants (i.e., similar vowel height). In Fig. 6 , consonants are ordered by manner of articulation. Consonant confusions occurred between those most similar in manner, exhibited by confusions clustered around the diagonal, and are generally consistent for all conditions of spectral manipulation. Figure 7 shows the results of the SINFA for each condition for male and female talker vowels and consonants. Percent of information transmitted in the all channels condition for all phoneme lists was greater or not significantly different from information transmitted in other vocoder conditions. For vowels, no clear patterns were found for the amount of information transmitted between vocoder manipulation types or locations, perhaps because of the lack of independence between acoustic attributes of vowels in English. However, SINFA results for consonants revealed a high amount of information transmitted for manner in all conditions, consistent with the relatively intact temporal envelope transmitted through a vocoder, which would yield cues for manner. The split condition transmitted slightly more information related to manner than did the zero conditions, but consonant feature transmission overall was much less affected by particular vocoder manipulations than vowels were. These results are consistent with identification performance results and also in agreement with the acoustic cues available for each type of sound category.
The perceptual distance values between male and female talker vowels for the all channels condition depended on the phoneme being examined [see Fig. 8(A) ]. Responses to the cardinal vowels (/i/, /A/, and /u/) were similar between male and female talkers resulting in perceptual distance values (7.9%, 9.6%, and 19.4%, respectively) that were smaller than the within-subject baseline perceptual distance (24.1%) that was calculated between male and female speakers. Responses to other, more centralized vowels were quite variable between the two speakers resulting in larger perceptual distance values (24.3%-59.9%) and greater magnitude of perceptual distance than the baseline value of 24.1%. Figure 8 (B) shows the perceptual distance calculations between zero and split for the apical, middle, and basal frequency regions. These values are either lower than or not significantly higher than the baseline perceptual distance for each frequency region within a phoneme list, indicating nonsignificant differences in perception due to vocoder manipulation type.
The reliable arrangement of vowels in a two-dimensional acoustic space enables visualization of how perceptions can drift from one acoustic region to another. For most vowels, perceptual vowel space was shifted when spectral information was missing or distorted. Figure 9 shows the shifts in perceptual vowel space resulting from specific vocoder manipulations. The apical vocoder conditions in which the low-frequency (apical) region, typically containing the first formant, was manipulated resulted in some shifts in perceived vowel height (indicated by arrows pointing upward or downward). Errors in perceived vowel advancement typically indicated that perceptions shifted away from the area of spectral distortion. Similarly, for the vocoder conditions that manipulated the middle frequencies corresponding to back vowels' low second formants, more "front" vowels were perceived (arrows pointing leftward). For manipulations of the higher-frequency basal regions, front vowels with high second formants were perceived as being more "back" (indicated by arrows pointing rightward). It is notable that these errors are not symmetrical; vowel pairs were not confusable; perception of specific vowels shifted toward other specific vowels.
Comparison of consonant and vowel confusions between NH listeners in the vocoder simulation and the CI users tested revealed similar confusion patterns between the groups. For NH and CI listeners, /p/ was confused with /t/ and /k/, /g/ was confused with /d/, /n/ was confused with /m/, and /k/ was confused with /t/ and /p/. These confusions were unidirectional, analogous to patterns of vowel confusions. These are also classic consonant confusions resulting from other kinds of signal degradation (Miller and Nicely, 1955) . Perceptual distance analysis results indicated that vowel confusion patterns made by each CI listener were somewhat analogous to the confusions made by NH listeners in the vocoder condition(s) that best matched the CI users' region of elevated focused thresholds (which likely indicate locations of suboptimal electrode-neuron interfaces). Figure  10(A) shows the focused threshold profiles of the two example CI users. These listeners exhibit elevated focused thresholds in the channels corresponding to the middle (S43) and middle and basal (S47) frequency regions used in the vocoder experiments. Figure 10(B) shows that S43 made vowel confusions comparable to those made by NH listeners in the middle zero vocoder condition. S47 had two regions of elevated thresholds that were manipulated separately in the present study, and Fig. 10(B) shows that this subject also made confusions somewhat similar to NH listeners in both the middle and basal zero vocoder conditions. Table II contains the perceptual distance values that compare these CI listeners' male and female talker vowel identification confusion matrices to those of NH listeners from all vocoder conditions. The lowest perceptual distance values, indicating the most similar confusion patterns, were observed between S43's confusion matrices and the middle zero and split vocoder conditions. The perceptual distances between S47's confusion matrix and middle and basal vocoder conditions are greater than they might have been if the present study had used a larger span of manipulated channels to match this listener.
IV. DISCUSSION
In this study, NH listeners participated in a simulation of CI listening in which vowels and consonants were spectrally degraded to mimic the effects of localized suboptimal electrode-neuron interfaces on phoneme perception. Systematic analyses were performed on the resulting phoneme identification scores and confusion patterns.
Results of phoneme identification performance from the present study indicated that both the zero and split manipulations significantly lowered vowel identification relative to the all channels condition. Only small differences, however, were found between the effects of the zero and split manipulations on vowel recognition performance and confusion patterns in the present study. These findings indicate that distortion of the frequency spectrum is as detrimental to vowel identification as complete loss of particular frequency ranges. This pattern did not hold true for consonant identification, which was not significantly reduced in the zero or split manipulations compared to the all channels condition. These results suggest that consonant perception is robust to frequency distortion.
A. Relation to previous studies
A comparison of the current results with those of Shannon et al. (2002) shows consistency in the finding that the zero and split conditions deteriorate performance for vowels. However, Shannon et al. (2002) found that both manipulations significantly decreased consonant recognition scores, while the current study showed that consonant intelligibility was not significantly affected by the zero or split conditions. This discrepancy may be the result of differences in stimuli, and in frequency band allocation. Shannon et al. (2002) based their vocoder processing on the Cochlear Corporation SPEAK CI processor and used 20 filter bands with analysis filters from 150 to 10 823 Hz. In contrast, the present study modeled vocoder processing after Advanced Bionics Fidelity 120 CI processing and used both a smaller number of filter bands (15) and a smaller range of frequency analysis filters (250 to 8700 Hz) and a different frequency allocation table. Accordingly, the spectral "holes" used by Shannon et al. (2002) ranged from 1.1 mm (two channels in the basal location) to 10.7 mm (eight channels in the apical location) of cochlear space, while those used in the present study were 4.3, 4.8, and 5.0 mm for the four channels whose output was manipulated in the apical, middle, and basal frequency regions, respectively (Greenwood, 1990) .
Performance for both vowels and consonants was below ceiling even for the all channels condition, demonstrating the difficulty of phoneme perception when spectral resolution is degraded. In a previous vocoder experiment, Litvak et al. (2007) tested NH listeners on vowel and consonant identification with 5, 10, 20, or 40 dB/octave output filter slopes (with higher numbers corresponding to progressively better resolution) and found that shallower filter slopes, indicated by lower dB/octave values, resulted in decreased phoneme identification scores compared to narrower filter slopes. The present study used the same type of vocoder processing and a 30 dB/ octave output filter slope, which in pilot testing was the slope that resulted in comparable phoneme identification performance between NH listeners participating in this experiment and the better performing CI listeners who identified natural stimuli in a previous study (DeVries et al., 2016) . Results from the present study are consistent with findings from Litvak et al., in that NH listeners' average vowel and consonant identification scores from the all channels condition with the 30 dB/octave filter slope fall between the range of performance that Litvak et al. observed with their 20 dB/ octave and 40 dB/octave filter slopes.
In this study, the hypothesis was tested that manipulations of particular formant frequencies would lead to predictable vowel identification errors, i.e., those vowels whose formants are removed or distorted for each condition will have the most errors in that condition. Examination of vowel confusion patterns indicates that vowel errors are indeed predicted based on the frequency information that is degraded. Furthermore, errors were asymmetrical, tending to gravitate away from the area of manipulation and into the area of relative spectral preservation. In conditions that manipulated the frequencies corresponding to the first formant of a vowel, confusions of vowel height were made, and vowels were confused with other vowels that have similar second formants, indicating the preservation and reliance on second formant information in the absence of first formant cues. While the same pattern was observed in the conditions in which second formant frequency information was degraded, errors on perception of vowel advancement were made to a higher degree than corresponding degradations of vowel height. Again, confusions of vowels according to F2 resulted in perceptions of vowels with similar F1, indicating correct perception of at least one feature rather than complete misperception. The first formant was more robust to degradation than the second formant, perhaps because the Advanced Bionics electrode array, which this vocoder study simulated, has more space devoted to transmitting F1 frequencies (six channels) than F2 frequencies (four channels).
Despite the different vocoder manipulations and locations of manipulated frequency regions, some vowels seemed to be inherently easier to identify than others. For example, for both male and female talker lists, "heed" was identified from 84% to 98% correct for all vocoder conditions. Conversely, "hud" was often misidentified independent of vocoder manipulation or location. It could be the case that cardinal vowels, having fewer acoustical neighbors, are more robust to degradation, while lax vowels have a higher number of potential confusable pairs.
Results of consonant error pattern analyses indicated that confusions occurred between consonants with the most similar manner of articulation, regardless of the vocoder condition. These results corroborate the idea of the vocoder as preserving temporal envelope structure (a key determiner of manner of articulation) and coincide with results from the vocoder stimulation in NH listeners conducted by Kasturi et al. (2002) . They performed perceptual weighting of the vocoder channels to determine the region(s) of frequency information most critical for vowel and consonant identification. While they found that some channels were weighted higher than others for vowel recognition, the weighting function for consonant identification was flat. This indicated that all frequency regions contributed equally to consonant recognition, or that there was greater interdependence of frequency channels for consonants. In the present study, as indicated by consonant confusion patterns, NH listeners were able to use temporal cues reliably to accurately identify consonant manner, even under conditions of spectral degradation. This resulted in patterns of consonant errors that preserved some feature(s) of the target sound, rather than complete misperceptions. These findings support the prediction that vowel stimuli are more useful than consonants in studies that intend to measure effects of frequency-specific degradations. Since adequate spectral resolution is more important for vowel recognition than consonant recognition, use of vowel stimuli can provide valuable information about the perceptual effects of distorted frequency regions.
The SINFA results from the current study demonstrated that the all channels vocoder condition transmitted the largest amount of information compared to the other conditions for both vowels and consonants, validating the spirit of the measurement and corroborating phoneme identification performance. For consonants, SINFA findings were consistent with confusion patterns, indicating that manner of articulation was the feature with the highest percentage of information transmitted. These results correspond to the preservation of temporal aspects of the manner feature during vocoder processing. Place of articulation exhibited the lowest information transmitted, due to the dominance of the spectral information that was degraded. This finding is in line with results from previous studies that tested consonant recognition under conditions of spectral degradation (for example, Dorman et al., 1997; Xu et al., 2005) .
While the SINFA yielded clear patterns of results relating to feature perception of spectrally manipulated consonants, this analysis failed to elucidate changes in vowel feature perception due to manipulated frequency regions or type of vocoder manipulation. Results of the SINFA should have coincided with patterns of errors on vowel perception (for example, vowel height errors when apical regions were distorted). This shortcoming is likely because of the relative dependence of features for vowels. A fundamental assumption of SINFA (or any information-theoretic approach to confusion patterns) is that phoneme features are independent bits of information. This independence can be argued for consonants: e.g., alveolar consonants should have prototypical formant trajectories regardless of manner of articulation, and stop sounds should have a particular temporal pattern regardless of place of articulation, although consonants do have unequal numbers of connections between features which violate the information-theoretic assumptions of SINFA. On the other hand, acoustic properties of vowels, such as F1 and F2, are decidedly interdependent (Syrdal and Gopal, 1986) . For example, front vowels with lower F1 will also have higher F2, and longer vowels will generally have higher F1, though this is affected considerably by tense/lax status. In short, there is no example in the English vowel system where only one acoustic parameter is changed independently of the others. Therefore, while SINFA may be satisfactory for analysis of consonant identification confusions, other analysis methods, such as the perceptual distance or vowel space analysis, can be more appropriate for examination of vowel perception confusion patterns.
The perceptual vowel space analysis was the most informative for the purposes of this study. These results showed how each condition of spectral degradation warped perception of vowels in articulatory-acoustic space. Shifts in perception of vowel height and advancement were clearly related to the spectral information manipulated in each condition. In the conditions in which frequencies corresponding to vowels' first formants were manipulated (apical region), some vowels shifted in perceived height. In conditions where low values of F2 were manipulated (the "middle" frequency region), perception drifted toward more front vowels, and vice versa for front vowels whose F2 was manipulated with basal frequency degradation.
The findings from these experiments and other vocoder studies (for example, Shannon et al., 2002; Litvak et al., 2007) show similar decreases in speech identification performance between CI users and NH listeners under certain conditions of spectral degradation. Still, a study of how CI users' phoneme confusion patterns relate to those of NH listeners identifying spectrally degraded stimuli had not yet been examined. Comparison of confusion patterns from NH listeners in this study and CI listeners revealed similar patterns of consonant errors. Even more interesting, however, was that the spectral manipulations in the present study resulted in NH listener vowel confusions that were akin to those made by CI users with poor electrode-neuron interfaces in similar frequency regions as those in the present simulation study. While S43's region of elevated focused thresholds matched one region of frequency manipulation used in the present study (middle), S47's elevated focused thresholds spanned two of the frequency regions manipulated in this experiment (middle and basal). Thus, S43's vowel confusion patterns were more similar to those made by NH listeners in the middle vocoder conditions than were S47's vowel confusions compared to the middle and basal vocoder conditions. If the present study had included a vocoder condition with a larger frequency range that matched the entire region of S47's elevated focused thresholds, it is likely that NH listeners' vowel confusion patterns would be more comparable to those of S47. These findings suggest that simulations of spectral holes are reasonable for mimicking the poor interfaces between CI electrodes and spiral ganglion neurons.
Because of the significance of spectral cues for accurate vowel identification exemplified by this study and others, analysis of the vowel confusions of CI users may allow for the prediction of CI subject-specific causes of poor spectral cue transmission. For instance, Harnsberger et al. (2001) mapped the perceptual vowel spaces of CI listeners resulting from basalward frequency shifts, and while they found that most CI users tested were able to adapt to the frequency shift, they observed differences in perceptual vowel space between NH listeners and individual CI users in terms of acoustic space and compactness of vowel categories. Therefore, future work could involve perceptual vowel space analysis of the vowel identification confusion matrices of CI listeners for whom the locations of poor electrode-neuron interfaces have been predicted. Such analyses could identify the particular spectral cues that are missing due to the effects of suboptimal electrode-neuron interfaces. CI users' speech processor settings or stimulation modes could then be changed in an attempt to restore the missing spectral information.
Previous studies have shown that experimental CI processor programs can improve CI user speech identification performance. Zwolan et al. (1997) found that some CI users exhibited higher scores on sentences, monosyllabic words, and phonemes within monosyllabic words while using experimental maps that contained only the electrodes they could discriminate on a previous task. Similar investigations have demonstrated that CI user speech perception can be improved by deactivating channels determined to be suboptimal based on particular criteria, and reallocating those frequencies to active electrodes. For example, deactivating channels with a high level of forward masking (Bo€ ex et al., 2003) , poor temporal sensitivity (Garadat et al., 2013) , or channels for which a computational model predicted a high degree of interaction with other electrodes (Noble et al., 2013) and reallocating frequencies to active electrodes have been found to result in better CI user performance on tests of consonant identification in quiet (Bo€ ex et al., 2003; Garadat et al., 2013) , sentence recognition in noise (Garadat et al., 2013) , and performance on the Bamford-Kowal-Bench Speech-In-Noise (BKB-SIN) test (Noble et al., 2013) . Similarly, Bierer and Litvak (2016) found that deactivating channels with high focused thresholds, thereby eliminating channels with suboptimal electrode-neuron interfaces, and reallocating frequencies to remaining electrodes increased consonant and vowel identification scores for some individuals. Larger improvements for a greater number of CI users may be observed if channels selected for deactivation were more targeted: such channels would be determined to have poor-electrode neuron interfaces but also be affecting perception of particular vowels, based on perception of stimuli with frequency-specific cues. In this study, we showed that vowels, in account of their arguably well-defined acoustic structure, could provide a good probe for frequency-specific deficits in a way that word or sentence stimuli cannot target as specifically.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This study simulated the spectrally degrading effects of suboptimal CI electrode-neuron interfaces on vowel and consonant recognition of NH listeners. As predicted, vowel identification performance significantly decreased with a loss or distortion of frequency information, but consonant recognition was less affected by the type of distortion, consistent with previous studies. This study utilized relatively novel techniques, perceptual distance and vowel space analyses, to examine phoneme confusion patterns. Results indicated that vowel confusions occurred between those most similar in residual frequency space and consonant confusions occurred between those with the same manner of articulation. Perception of vowels specifically drifted away from areas of frequency distortion, rather than simply causing uncertainty and greater number of errors. Vocoder spectral degradation in NH listeners resulted in patterns of vowel and consonant errors that are similar to those made by example CI users with matching region(s) of suboptimal electrodeneuron interfaces. This is the first experiment to demonstrate that perception will drift away from areas of frequencyspecific distortion in a predictable manner. These results provide insight into the perceptual consequences of spectral distortion on speech confusions. These findings may be useful for interpreting speech confusions of individual CI users and translating those data into diagnostic markers of the electrode-neuron interface.
